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Abstract
Given a program and an assertion in that program, determining
if the assertion can fail is one of the key applications of program
analysis. Symbolic execution is a well-known technique for nding
such assertion violations that can enjoy the following two interesting
properties. First, symbolic execution can be precise: if it reports
that an assertion can fail, then there is an execution of the program
that will make the assertion fail. Second, it can be progressing: if
there is an execution that makes the assertion fail, it will eventually
be found. A symbolic execution algorithm that is both precise and
progressing is a semi-decision procedure.
Recently, compositional symbolic execution has been proposed.
It improves scalability by analyzing each execution path of each
method only once. However, proving precision and progress is more
challenging for these compositional algorithms. This paper inves-
tigates under what conditions a compositional algorithm is precise
and progressing (and hence a semi-decision procedure).
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Abstract. Given a program and an assertion in that program, determining if the assertion can fail is one
of the key applications of program analysis. Symbolic execution is a well-known technique for nding such
assertion violations that can enjoy the following two interesting properties. First, symbolic execution can
be precise: if it reports that an assertion can fail, then there is an execution of the program that will make
the assertion fail. Second, it can be progressing: if there is an execution that makes the assertion fail, it will
eventually be found. A symbolic execution algorithm that is both precise and progressing is a semi-decision
procedure.
Recently, compositional symbolic execution has been proposed. It improves scalability by analyzing each
execution path of each method only once. However, proving precision and progress is more challenging for
these compositional algorithms. This paper investigates under what conditions a compositional algorithm is
precise and progressing (and hence a semi-decision procedure).
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1. Introduction
Given a program and an assertion in that program, determining whether the assertion can fail is one of the
key applications of program analysis. There are two complementary approaches.
One can try to determine whether the assertion is valid, i.e. is satised in all executions of the program.
This can be done using techniques such as type systems, abstract interpretation, or program verication.
Such techniques are typically expected to be sound: if they report an assertion as valid, there will indeed be
no execution that violates the assertion. However, these techniques suer from false positives: they may fail
to establish the validity of an assertion even if there is no execution that violates the assertion. In addition,
they often require human eort to provide type annotations, loop invariants or method specications.
Alternatively one can look for counterexamples by trying to determine inputs to the program that will
make the assertion fail. One important technique for this approach is symbolic execution [Kin76], a well-
known analysis technique to explore the execution traces of a program. The program is executed symbolically
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using logical symbols for program inputs, and at each conditional the reachability of both branches is checked
using an SMT solver. When reaching the assertion, the analysis determines if it can nd values for the
symbolic inputs that falsify the assertion. Such a technique can not prove the validity of an assertion, but it
has the advantage of avoiding false positives (a property that we will call precision). Obviously, sound and
precise approaches are complementary. This paper focuses on precise algorithms that require no additional
human eort, and more specically on precise symbolic execution.
The widespread use of symbolic execution both in research prototypes [TdH08, CGP+06, GLM08,
NRTT09, CCC+05, BHK+07, APV07, MW07, PDEP08] as well as in industrial strength tools [CGP+06,
GLM08] has shown that it is a viable tool to reduce the number of software defects. However, scalability
remains one of the most important challenges. Recently, compositional symbolic execution [God07, AGT08]
attempts to further improve the scalability of symbolic execution. With compositional symbolic execution,
each execution path of a method is only analyzed once. The results of this analysis are stored in a so-called
summary of the method, and are reused by all callers of the method.
Traditional whole-program (non-compositional) symbolic execution has two interesting properties that
are not necessarily maintained in the compositional case. First, symbolic execution can be precise: if it
reports that an assertion can fail, then there is an execution of the program that will make the assertion fail.
Proving precision for whole-program symbolic execution is relatively easy: one has to prove that symbolic
execution correctly abstracts concrete executions, and that the SMT solver is sound and complete (which it
can be for the class of constraints it needs to solve).
Second, symbolic execution can make progress or be progressing : if there is an execution that makes the
assertion fail, it will eventually be found. Therefore, there are no classes of programs where the analysis fails
fundamentally. Again, making a symbolic execution algorithm progressing is relatively straightforward, for
instance by making the algorithm explore the tree of possible paths through the program in a breadth-rst
manner. Since this tree is nitely-branching, a breadth-rst exploration ensures that any node of the tree will
eventually be visited. A symbolic execution algorithm that is both precise and progressing is a semi-decision
procedure for the existence of counterexamples.
In some sense, symbolic execution is an algorithm to decide the satisability of certain reachability
queries in the logic dened by the programming language. Precision is a soundness property and progress
is a weakened completeness property of the satisability problem of the resulting logical system. However,
the terms soundness and completeness are typically used in the context of the validity problem of logical
systems, for example in verication systems or theorem provers. Therefore, we avoid the terms soundness
and completeness on purpose to avoid confusion.
Although compositional symbolic execution is inspired by standard symbolic execution, the proofs of these
important properties become much more challenging. In fact, some of the algorithms proposed recently are
not necessarily semi-decision procedures. In this paper, we develop proof techniques for showing precision
and progress of compositional symbolic execution algorithms.
More specically, this paper makes the following contributions:
 We create a formal model of reachability analysis based on transition systems. This framework allows us
to dene fundamental properties such as soundness, completeness, precision and progress.
 We show how a symbolic execution algorithm for a small but powerful calculus can be integrated into
this framework, and we demonstrate that this algorithm is precise and makes progress.
 We discuss how compositional symbolic execution diers from standard symbolic execution, and we
motivate how this may aect the fundamental properties of the algorithm.
 We formally model the existing compositional symbolic execution, based on a small but powerful pro-
gramming language.
 We show that any compositional symbolic execution algorithm based on this formal model is precise.
 We give sucient conditions for an algorithm to be progressing, and therefore be a semi-decision proce-
dure.
For the purpose of investigating precision and progress, the assertion in the program is not relevant.
What matters is whether the symbolic execution algorithm correctly enumerates all the reachable program
states. Hence, for the rest of this paper, we will consider symbolic execution algorithms to be algorithms that
enumerate reachable program states. Such an algorithm is precise if any program state that it enumerates is
also reachable by the program. It is progressing if any program state reachable by the program is eventually
enumerated.
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This paper has evolved from a paper which is published at the conference on Fundamental Approaches to
Software Engineering 2011 [VP11]. In contrast with this prior work, this paper separates the formal model of
reachability analysis from the algorithm for compositional symbolic execution. Next, this paper shows that
the formal framework is suitable by creating a model for the symbolic execution algorithm and showing that
this algorithm is precise and progressing. Finally, this paper includes more detailed versions of the proofs.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2 we show by means of examples that
precision and progress are hard to achieve for compositional algorithms. Next, Section 3 introduces a formal
model for reachability analysis algorithms and denes precision and progress. Then we introduce a small but
powerful programming language in Section 4. Next, we show how symbolic execution can be modeled using
this framework (Section 5). Section 6 presents compositional symbolic execution and creates a formal model
of it based on transition systems. Next, we show that this algorithm is precise and progressing (Section 7).
Finally, we discuss related work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.
2. Motivation
Traditional symbolic execution [Kin76] explores paths through the program by case splitting whenever the
execution reaches a branch. Since loops are also just branches that are encountered multiple times, this
implies that loops are lazily unrolled, potentially an innite number of times 1. When a method call is
reached, the target method is symbolically executed using the given arguments. Therefore, if the program
calls a given method several times, the execution paths in that method will be re-analyzed for each call.
The key idea of compositional algorithms is to avoid this repeated analysis. Instead, execution paths are
explored for each method independently. The results of this exploration are stored in a method summary.
Method calls are no longer inlined: the result of a method call is computed based on the current summary
of the target method and therefore each method call is analyzed in one single step. Compositional symbolic
execution has been shown [God07, AGT08, GNRT10] to improve performance, but maintaining precision
and progress is challenging.
2.1. Precision
Compositional symbolic execution creates two potential causes of imprecision. First, when there is insucient
information about the calling context of a method, then one might conclude that unreachable program
locations are reachable. For example, the highlighted statement in the method P2 in Figure 1 is unreachable
in the current program because the method P1 only calls P2 with argument x != 0. However, if one would
analyze P2 independently of P1 , the analysis might conclude that the highlighted statement is reachable.
In other words, since reachability is a whole-program property, we need to maintain some whole-program
state even in a compositional analysis. The example algorithm we discuss later will do so by maintaining an
invocation graph.
Second, when a method returns and the analysis loses information about the relation between the argu-
ments of the method and the return value, then the analysis might incorrectly conclude that a program loca-
tion is reachable. For example, the highlighted statement in the method P1 in Figure 1 is unreachable. When
the analysis over-approximates the result of P2 by the relation result == 0 _ result == 1 _ result ==  1,
then the highlighted location is reachable. To maintain precision, method summaries should not introduce
such approximations.
2.2. Progress
Non-compositional symbolic execution builds one global execution tree where leaf nodes represent either
nal program states, unreachable program states, or program states that require further analysis. Given a
fair strategy to select such leaf nodes for further analysis, it is easy to show that the depth of the highest
1 Developer provided or automatically synthesized invariants can be used to create sound analyzers for particular classes of
programs. This paper considers the general case where such invariants are not present or cannot be inferred
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int P1 (int x ) f
if(x != 0)f
int r2 = P2 (x);
if(x > 0 && r2 != 1) return  1;
g
return 0;
g
int P2 (int u) f
if(u == 0) return 0;
else if(u > 0) return 1;
else return   1;
g
Fig. 1. Example program for precision
int M1 (int x ) f
while (x > 0) f
int y = M2 (x; x);
if(y < 0) return  1;
x  ;
g
return 0;
g
int M2 (int u; int v) f
int w = 0;
while (u > 0) f
if(v <= 0) return w;
u  ; v  ;w++;
g
return w;
g
Fig. 2. Example program for progress
unexplored node keeps increasing and hence that any nite execution path will eventually be completely
analyzed. This implies progress for non-compositional symbolic execution.
For compositional symbolic execution, the situation is more complex due to two reasons. First, as we
discussed above, in order for method summaries to be precise, they must depend on the calling context.
Hence, the discovery of a new call site for a method may increase the number of reachable points in the
method and unreachable leaf nodes need to be reanalyzed taking into account the new calling context.
Secondly, when analyzing a method call, a compositional analysis relies on the summary of the target
method for computing the return value. However, method summaries change over time when the analysis
discovers new returns. As a consequence, nodes that were deemed unreachable based on the summary of the
method must be reanalyzed when that method summary is updated.
The progress argument for non-compositional symbolic execution relies essentially on the fact that un-
reachable leaf nodes remain unreachable for the rest of the analysis. With compositional symbolic execution,
this premise is no longer satised. Furthermore, it is impossible to guarantee that any nite execution path
within the execution tree of a single method will eventually be completely analyzed. The program in Figure 2
provides an example of this phenomenon.
First, we explain the program: The two highlighted statements are both unreachable, and therefore the
method M1 returns 0 for any input. To understand this, two invariants are important: First, the method
M1 only calls the method M2 with parameters u = v with u > 0. Second, if the parameters u and v of M2
are greater than zero, then M2 returns the minimum of u and v.
Figures 3a and 3b show the execution trees of M1 and M2 . Each circle represents a case split in the
program, and the corresponding condition is written in the upper-right corner. From a circle, the arc to the
left (right) means that the condition is false (true). Squares are nal nodes, and imply that the method
returns with the return value written inside the square. Triangle denotes unreachable nodes.
Let ui;j be the analysis step that checks the j-th unreachable node of Mi , and fi the sequence of anal-
ysis steps that explores the reachable part of the execution tree of Mi . The sequence f1 causes a new
invocation from M1 to M2 and therefore resets the unreachable nodes in M2 . The sequence f2 causes
a new return and therefore resets the unreachable nodes in M1 . Let ui;2:: be the sequence ui;2; : : : ; ui;n
where ui;n checks the deepest unreachable node of Mi . Suppose we analyze according to the fair schedule
f1; f2; [u2;1; f1; u2;2::; u1;1; f2; u1;2::]
. Then the grey nodes in the execution trees, that are only at depth 3 in
the tree will be of status needs-further-analysis an innite number of times. Hence, the depth of the analysis
never stays larger than 3, and the given schedule is a counter-example for the traditional proof of progress.
This shows that progress for compositional symbolic execution can not be proved by mimicking the proof
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X>0
M2(X,X)<0
0
X‐1>0
M2(X‐1,X‐1)<0
0
f1
u1,1
u1,2
(a) Execution tree of M1
U>0
V<=0
0
U‐1>0
V‐1<=0
1
f2
u2,1
u2,2
(b) Execution tree of M2
Fig. 3. Execution trees for M1 and M2
for the non-compositional case on a per-method basis. In Section 7, we will propose an alternative technique
to prove progress for compositional symbolic execution.
3. The reachability problem
Parameterized unit tests [TS05] are test methods where parameters can be used to specify that the test
scenario should work for all input values. Given such a test scenario with parameters, deciding whether the
execution can reach an erroneous state is one of the key approaches to automate the test process. In this paper,
we abstract from the details of the test case generation algorithm or the language to specify the test oracle.
We focus exclusively on the reachability problem. We create a formal denition for reachability analysis
algorithms and specify some of the key properties which are important in the context of test automation.
Alternatively, testing can be modeled as property checking: given pre- and postconditions for a piece of
code, search for an input that satises the precondition but invalidates the postcondition. In principle, it
is possible to transform a property checking problem into a reachability problem provided that the control
ow of the programming language is expressive enough to model the pre-and postconditions. Similarly, the
converse is also possible. Therefore, they are equally suitable. By modeling the reachability problem, we avoid
the need to specify a separate assertion language. Furthermore, this most closely relates to the situation in
practice, where testers use the same language as the program to encode the properties.
First, we give an explicit denition of the reachability problem. To do so, we assume the availability
of a programming language which denes the syntax of programs, the execution states and a small-step
operational semantics s ! s0 (Section 4 will introduce these notions). Based on this, reachability can be
dened as follows:
Denition 1 (Reachability). A state s0 is reachable from a state s if and only if s ! s0. A state s is
reachable in a program pr (denoted as j= reach(pr; s)) if and only if s is reachable from the initial state s0pr
of the program.
To analyze the fundamental properties of a reachability analysis algorithm, it is convenient to model an
algorithm as a transition system a ) a0 (and ) its reexive transitive closure) which starts in an initial
analysis state a0. Non-terminating runs of the algorithm can be truncated after any number of transitions.
In addition, the predicate `a reach(p; s) denotes that the analysis concludes the reachability of the state s
in the program p in an analysis state a.
Such a transition system is precise if and only if the conclusion in any reachable analysis state is sound.
This means that whenever a state is concluded reachable in an analysis state, it is truly reachable in the
programming language:
Denition 2 (Precision). For each program pr, concrete state s, and analysis state a such that a0pr ) a,
`a reach(pr; s) implies j= reach(pr; s).
Precision is one of the most important properties in the context of test automation, and it is arguably
equally important as the soundness of a type system or program verier. Precision guarantees that whenever
the algorithm discovers a software defect, it is truly a defect of the actual system.
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The converse property, completeness means that any state which is reachable in the programming lan-
guage must also be concluded reachable in all reachable analysis states:
Denition 3 (Always Complete). For each program pr, concrete state s, and analysis state a such that
a0pr ) a, j= reach(pr; s) implies `a reach(pr; s) .
Due to undecidability, a precise reachability analysis algorithm can not be complete in all reachable
analysis states. However, these algorithms can incrementally discover more and more reachable states. This
incremental nature is captured by monotonicity:
Denition 4 (Monotonicity). For each program pr, concrete state s, and analysis states a, a0 such that
a) a0, if `a reach(pr; s) then `a0 reach(pr; s).
For a monotonic analysis, progress is the next best thing with respect to completeness: for any reachable
concrete state, eventually there is an analysis state that concludes reachability for that concrete state:
Denition 5 (Progress). For each program pr and each concrete state s, if
j= reach(pr; s) then for all analysis states a0 such that a0pr ) a0 there exists an analysis state a such
that a0 ) a and `a reach(pr; s). In other words, for each reachable concrete state s, there always eventually
is an analysis state that concludes s is reachable.
When an analysis is precise, monotonic and progressing, it is a semi-decision procedure.
4. Programming language
In this section, we introduce a small intermediate language that is particularly well-suited for presenting
compositional symbolic execution. It only retains the structure of the program that is essential: the structure
of the control ow graph per procedure, and the calls and returns between procedures. The language focuses
on sequential programs. Besides this restriction, all relevant more complicated language features can be
translated to this core (e.g. parameters, return values or loops, . . . ). For brevity, we also assume that the
program does not contain (mutually) recursive methods. Although the algorithm in Section 6 depends on
this simplication, our prototype implementation supports recursion by inferring ranks (See Section 6.5).
A program p is a tuple hMp;Gp;m0pi whereMp is a set of methods, Gp is a set of global variables and m0p 2
Mp is a distinguished entry method. A method denition m for the program p is a tuple hLm; Nm; m; n0mi
where Lm is a nite set of local variables disjoint from the global variables Gp, Nm is a nite set of program
locations, n0m 2 Nm is a distinguished entry location and m : Nm ! Commandsm;p maps each program
location to a command. The sets of local variables and program locations of dierent methods are disjoint.
A command c for the method m of the program p is either:
 An assignment assign x; e; n where x 2 Lm [ Gp, e is a side-eect free expression over Lm [ Gp and
constants, and n 2 Nm is a program location. This command updates the value of the variable x, and
continues in location n.
 A conditional if e; nt; nf where e is a side-eect free expression over Lm [ Gp, and nt; nf 2 Nm are
program locations. If the expression e evaluates to true (false) the execution continues in location nt
(nf ).
 A call call mt; n where mt 2 Mp is the target method and n 2 Nm is a program location. This command
invokes the method mt and continues in location n.
 A return ret returns from the current method.
For each variable v, D(v) represents the value domain of the variable. A valuation V is a partial function
that maps each variable v 2 V to a value val 2 D(v). Each domain has a default element D0(v), and the
default valuation dV for a set of variables V maps each variable v 2 V to D0(v).
An execution state s 2 Sp for the program p is a tuple hG; fi where
 G is the current valuation for Gp
 f 2 F p is a sequence of frames for p (sequences are either empty (nil) or a concatenation h; t0 of a head
h and a tail t0)
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m(n) = assign x; e; n
0 let T := (G [ L) x 7! eval(G [ L; e)
hG; hm;n; Li; fi ! hT jGp ; hm;n0; T jLmi; fi
assign
m(n) = if e; nt; nf eval(G [ L; e) = true
hG; hm;n; Li; fi ! hG; hm;nt; Li; fi
cond-t
m(n) = if e; nt; nf eval(G [ L; e) = false
hG; hm;n; Li; fi ! hG; hm;nf ; Li; fi
cond-f
m(n) = call mt; n
0
hG; hm;n; Li; fi ! hG; f0mt ; hm;n0; Li; fi
call
m(n) = ret f 6= nil
hG; hm;n; Li; fi ! hG; fi
ret
Fig. 4. Operational semantics
A frame f 2 Fp for the program p is a tuple hm;nm; Lmi where
 m 2 Mp is the current method.
 nm 2 Nm is the current program location.
 Lm is the current valuation for Lm
Figure 4 denes the operational semantics ! S  S, which gives an interpretation to the commands,
and ! is its reexive transitive closure. The premises let x := y are not real conditions, they provide
abbreviations for long expressions. We depend on partial functions: Let Dom(f) be the domain of the partial
function f . The union of two partial functions f1 and f2 with disjoint domains is denoted by f1 [ f2.
Restriction of a partial function f to the domain D is denoted by f jD. A singleton partial function x 7! r
maps the input x to a result r. The overriding f1  f2 of a partial function f1 by a partial function f2 is the
disjoint union of f1jDom(f1)nDom(f2) and f2. In addition, the evaluation eval(V ; e) of an expression e in a
valuation V is dened by substituting each variable v 2 V by V (v) in e in the usual way.
The execution of a program p starts in the initial state s0p = h0Gp ; f0m0p i with f
0
m0p
the initial frame
for m0p , and 
0
Gp
the input valuation for the global variables Gp. The initial frame for a method m is
f0m = hm;n0m; dLmi.
A state s is reachable from a state s0 if and only if s ! s0. A state s is reachable in a program pr
(denoted as j= reach(pr; s)) if and only if s is reachable from the initial state s0pr of the program.
5. Symbolic execution
In this section, we create a formal model for the essence of symbolic execution in the framework of Section
3 and we discuss its fundamental properties.
5.1. Overview
The analysis state maintains a prex of the global execution tree of the program, which is dened as a set
of leaf nodes. Each leaf node h; pci contains:
 A symbolic execution state , and
 A path condition pc.
The path condition denes the inputs (i.e. the values of the global variables) that will drive the execution of
the method along this path. The symbolic execution state represents the state of execution after executing
the path. Symbolic execution states are dened like concrete execution states, except that all valuations are
symbolic valuations i.e. any variable has a symbolic expression instead of a concrete value.
In addition, the analysis tracks all reachable program states it has enumerated. For this purpose, the
analysis state contains a set of leaf nodes that succeeded the reachability check for each method. Based on
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AnalysisState Step(AnalysisState a) f
 = Choose(a);
if(Check(:pc)) f
rs0 = a:rs [ fg;
 = SyInt();
tree0 = a:tree n fg [ ;
return new AnalysisState(tree0; rs0)
g else f
tree0 = a:tree n fg;
return new AnalysisState(tree0; a:rs);
g
g
Fig. 5. High level algorithm of traditional symbolic execution
this information, reachability conclusion is dened: A state s is concluded reachable in an analysis state a
(denoted `a reach(pr; s)) if and only if the set of reachable states of a contains a leaf node h; pci, and s is
a concretization of  where the global variables satisfy the path condition pc.
Usually, one is only interested whether a point in a program is reachable (e.g. a location n in a method
m). Therefore, implementations often store reachable program points instead of leaf nodes or avoid the
reachability set completely by reporting an error when reaching a distinguished error-location. However,
reachability conclusion of arbitrary states is essential for inductive invariants that enable the precision and
progress proofs.
Finally, an analysis state can be dened as a tuple htree; rsi where
 tree is the execution tree of the program.
 rs is a set of reachable leaf nodes.
In the initial analysis state a0p , the set of reachable leaf nodes is empty, and the execution tree starts with
a symbolic execution state at the entry of the main method, where the value of all global variables contains
a fresh symbol.
The high level overview of one analysis step2 of the symbolic execution algorithm is shown in Figure 5.
During each step, the algorithm chooses a leaf node  2 tree in the current prex of the execution tree.
Then, the algorithm checks whether there exists an input 0Gp which satises the path condition pc.
If there is no such input, the leaf node  can be removed from the execution tree. Otherwise,  is added
to the set of reachable leaf nodes rs, and symbolic execution continues with the interpretation (SyInt()) of
the symbolic state  of . When symbolic interpretation nishes, it returns a set of new leaf nodes , and
the current leaf node  is replaced by the new leaf nodes. All method calls in this algorithm are guaranteed
to terminate, and therefore one step of the algorithm always terminates.
We now zoom in on some aspects of the algorithm that are of importance for precision and progress.
5.2. Symbolic interpretation
During symbolic interpretation, the algorithm applies one or more execution steps to the symbolic state.
Figure 6 denes the symbolic interpretation rules for the language of Section 4. The rules of symbolic
interpretation have the following structure:
premises
) 
When a rule is applied to a leaf node , the rule transforms this leaf node into a set of new leaf nodes. In
practice, most rules result into a single leaf node with identical path condition. In this case, the algorithm
2 One analysis step performs multiple symbolic interpretation steps when no branches are encountered.
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m(n) = assign x; e; n
0 let &T := (&G [ &L) x 7! seval(&G [ &L; e)
hh&G; hm;n; &Li; %i; pci ) fhh&T jGp ; hm;n0; &T jLmi; %i; pcig
assign
m(n) = if e; nt; nf
let b := seval(&G [ &L; e) let 1 := hh&G; hm;nt; &Li; %i; pc ^ bi let 2 := hh&G; hm;nf ; &Li; %i; pc ^ :bi
hh&G; hm;n; &Li; %i; pci ) f1; 2g cond
m(n) = call mt; n
0
hh&G; hm;n; &Li; %i; pci ! fhh&G; %0mt ; hm;n0; &Li; %i; pcig
call
m(n) = ret % 6= nil
hh&G; hm;n; &Li; %i; pci ! fhh&G; %i; pcig ret
Fig. 6. Traditional symbolic interpretation rules
can continue with the next step of symbolic interpretation without re-checking the path condition. Therefore,
the method SyInt used in Figure 5 can be dened as repeated symbolic interpretation:
) 
)+ 
) f0g 0 )+ 
)+ 
The actual symbolic interpretation rules in Figure 6 are standard. The rules for assign, call and
return rule are similar as the corresponding rules for concrete execution. They take a leaf node, transform
its symbolic state and return a set containing the transformed leaf node. The rule for cond on the other
hand groups the concrete rules. It returns a set containing two leaf nodes, one for each potential outcome of
the conditional.
5.3. Reachability checking
Finally, to check reachability (Check(pc)), the algorithm uses an SMT-solver to check the satisability of
the path condition. All integers and integer operations are precisely encoded in the theory of bitvectors and
memory operations are encoded using the theory of arrays. Therefore, all constraints are decidable, and the
underlying SMT-solver is sound and complete for the subset of constraints that is generated.
5.4. Properties
The key property to show precision is that the prex of the execution is always precise, i.e. if an input
satises the path condition of a leaf node, then the execution starting with this input eventually reaches the
concretization of the symbolic state of that leaf node. This can easily be proved by induction on) since the
symbolic interpretation rules are structurally identical to the operational semantics of the language.
Before adding any leaf node to the set of reachable leaf nodes, an SMT-solver checks whether its path
condition is satisable. Therefore, if the SMT-solver is sound (as a satisability checker) then traditional
symbolic execution is precise.
Next, symbolic execution is clearly monotonic, since it never removes any of the leaf nodes from the set
of reachable leaf nodes.
Finally, to show progress, it suces to show that symbolic execution always eventually increases the depth
of the prex of the execution tree provided that the search strategy is fair, i.e. any leaf node is guaranteed to
be chosen eventually. As long as the SMT-solver is complete (as a satisability checker), the algorithm will
perform symbolic interpretation, which will increase the depth. Therefore, traditional symbolic execution is
progressing as long as the search strategy is fair.
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6. Compositional symbolic execution
In this section, we model the essence of existing compositional symbolic execution algorithms in order to
formally study their precision and progress properties.
The dierence between compositional [God07, AGT08] and traditional symbolic execution is in the treat-
ment of method calls and returns. In traditional symbolic execution, a call adds a new symbolic frame for
the target method and continues execution until a return command pops this frame. Therefore, when a
method is called twice, a path through the method is computed twice, even if it is guaranteed to follow the
same path. Compositional symbolic execution explores the execution trees of each method in isolation. This
results in a partition for each method (also called the summary). When a call is encountered, compositional
symbolic execution uses the summary of the target method to compute the eect on the symbolic state.
6.1. Overview
The analysis state maintains a summary per method, which is a set of leaf nodes of the current prex of the
execution tree of the method. A leaf node hstat; ; pci contains:
 A status stat, which is either unknown, nished or unreachable,
 A symbolic execution state ,
 A path condition pc.
The path condition denes the inputs (i.e. the values of the global variables) that will drive the execution of
the method along this path. The symbolic execution state represents the state of execution after executing
the path. The status indicates whether (a) the path is a complete path through the method, i.e. the method
returns after this path (nished status) (b) the path is unreachable (unreachable status) (c) further explo-
ration of continuations of this path are needed (unknown status). Symbolic execution states are dened like
concrete execution states, except that all valuations are symbolic valuations i.e. any variable has a symbolic
expression instead of a concrete value.
The summaries only maintain per-method information. As we have shown in Section 2, it is necessary to
maintain some whole program information in order to be precise. In particular, it is important to precisely
track reachable method invocations and returns.
Initially, only the main method is reachable. As the analysis progresses, any call that is discovered is
stored in an invocation graph. This graph is represented as a set of invocations, where each invocation is a
tuple hms;mt; &G; pci. The methods ms and mt are the source and target methods, and &G and pc are the
symbolic values of the global variables and the path condition at the moment of the invocation. Reachability
checking will use the information in the call graph to decide whole-program reachability.
To support discovery of new returns eciently, the return values of method calls can be modeled us-
ing logic function symbols [AGT08]. This is a common approach which has also been used in the Key
Tool[ABB+05]. The symbolic execution of a call is dened in terms of these function symbols. The interpre-
tations of the function symbols are constructed using the current summary. As the analysis progresses, they
become precise for more and more inputs. We discuss this in more detail in Section 6.2.
In addition, the analysis tracks all reachable program states it has enumerated. For this purpose, the
analysis state contains a set of leaf nodes that succeeded the reachability check for each method. Based on
this information, reachability conclusion is dened. If a leaf node hstat; ; pci is in the reachable set of the
method m in a given analysis state a, then any concretization of its symbolic state  with global variables
satisfying pc is concluded reachable in m. A state s is concluded reachable in an analysis state a (denoted
`a reach(pr; s)) if and only if either
 s is concluded reachable in the entry method m0pr in a or
 there is a state s0 such that `a reach(pr; s0) and s0 calls m and s is concluded reachable in m.
As with traditional symbolic execution, implementations often need not store the reachability set. Instead,
they can focus on distinguished error nodes or report reachable locations only. However, reachability conclu-
sion of arbitrary states is essential for inductive invariants that enable the precision and progress proofs.
Finally, an analysis state can be dened as a tuple hsum; invs; rsi where
 sum is a function that maps each method m to a set of leaf nodes (its summary).
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a ::= hsum; invs; rsi
i ::= hms;mt; &G; pci
 ::= hstat; ; pci
% ::= hm;n; &Lmi
 ::= h&Gp ; %i
Fig. 7. Denition of analysis states
a0p ::= hsum0p; ;; rs0pi
sum0p ::=
S
m2Mp m 7! f0mg
rs0p ::=
S
m2Mp m 7! ;
0m ::= hunk ; 0m; truei
0p ::= h&0Gp ; %0m0p i
%0m ::= hm;n0m; dLmi
Fig. 8. Initial analysis state
 invs is a set of invocations.
 rs is a function that maps each method to a set of reachable leaf nodes.
Figure 7 summarizes all denitions with respect to analysis states.
In the initial analysis state a0p (See Figure 8), the invocation graph and the sets of reachable leaf nodes
are empty. Each summary starts with a symbolic execution state at the entry of the method, where the value
of all global variables contains a new symbol.
The high level overview of one step of the compositional symbolic execution algorithm is shown in Figure
9. During each step, the algorithm chooses a method m and a leaf node  2 suma(m) with unknown status.
Then, the algorithm checks whether there exists an input 0Gp such that the execution enters the method m
and the global variables satisfy the path condition pc of  (Check(a;m; :pc)). If there is no such input, the
status of the  is changed to unreachable. Otherwise,  is added to the set of reachable leaf nodes of m, and
symbolic execution continues with the interpretation (SyInt(a;m; )) of the symbolic state  of . When
symbolic interpretation nishes, it returns a set of new leaf nodes, and the current leaf node  is replaced
by the new leaf nodes (ReplaceLeaf). All method calls in this algorithm are guaranteed to terminate, and
therefore one step of the algorithm always terminates.
We now zoom in on some aspects of the algorithm that are of importance for precision and progress.
6.2. Symbolic interpretation
Figure 13 shows the rules for symbolic interpretation (SyInt).
As pointed out in the previous section, the analysis uses uninterpreted function symbols to support
discovery of new returns as the analysis progresses. The algorithm models the eect of the method m on
AnalysisState Step(AnalysisState a) f
(m; ) = Choose(a);
if(Check(a;m; :pc)) f
a0 = AddReachable(a;m; );
(a00; ) = SyInt(a0;m; );
return ReplaceLeaf(a00;m; ; );
g else f
return MarkUnreach(a;m; );
g
g
Fig. 9. High level algorithm of compositional symbolic execution
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interps(sum) =
S
m2Mp interp(m; fj 2 sum(m); stat = ng)
interp(m;) = rcm 7! interprc(m;) [ (
S
v2Gp rvm;v 7! interprv(m; v; ))
interprc(m;) =
W
hn;;pci2 pc
interprv(m; v; ;) = D0(v)
interprv(m; v; hn; ; pci [ ) = ite pc &G(v) interprv(m; v; )
Fig. 10. Interpretation of uninterpreted function symbols
the global variable v as an uninterpreted function symbol rvm;v. This uninterpreted function symbol takes
a value for each global variable as input and returns the updated value. When a method m is called with
global variables &Gp , then the function application rvm;v(&Gp) models the value for the global variable v after
executing m.
In addition, the method summaries are partial : there is no information about unexplored paths through
a method. To deal with this, the algorithm models the set of global variable valuations that follow a nished
path using an uninterpreted predicate rcm which takes the value of the global variables as arguments.
During reachability checking, the algorithm computes the interpretation for the uninterpreted symbols
using the method summaries (Figure 10) and replaces them using substitution (e.g. int(a; pc) replaces all
occurrences of the uninterpreted symbols by their interpretation).
For precision, it is essential that the interpretation of the uninterpreted symbols is precise: Whenever
the return condition rcm(Gp) is true, the execution of the method m starting with global variables Gp
eventually reaches a return command, and each global variable v must equal rvm;v(Gp).
Denition 6 (Precision of interpretations). For each program p, each analysis state a, the interpre-
tations interps(suma) are precise if and only if for each method m 2 Mp and each global input val-
uation Gp that satises int(a; rcm(Gp)), hGp ; f0mi ! h0Gp ; hm;n; Li;nili where m(n) = ret and
0Gp(v) = int(a; rcm;v(Gp)) for any variable v 2 Gp.
Denition 7 (All reachable). In an analysis state a, all concrete states on the execution run s ! s0
are reachable (denoted allReach(a; s ! s0)) if and only if `a reach(pr; s) and s = s0 or s ! s00 and
allReach(a; s00 ! s0).
Denition 8 (Restricted completeness of interpretations). For each program p, each analysis state
a, the interpretations interps(suma) are
restricted complete if and only if for all states s = hGp ; f0mi and
s0 = h0Gp ; hm;n; Li;nili such that s ! s0, m(n) = ret and
allReach(a; s ! s0), the return condition int(a; rcm(Gp)) is satised and 0Gp(v) = int(a; rcm;v(Gp))
for any variable v 2 Gp.
The treatment of assignment and branches is similar to the treatment in non-compositional symbolic exe-
cution: For an assignment, symbolic interpretation performs the same operation but on symbolic expressions
instead of concrete values. For branches, symbolic interpretation creates a new leaf node for each branch and
conjoins the branch condition or its negation to the path condition.
The rule call in Figure 13 creates a new leaf node where the return condition is added to the path
condition, and the return values are used to update the global variables. As mentioned in Section 2, some
leaf nodes can become reachable by performing a call, and progress requires that all such leaf nodes are
reconsidered. The algorithm conservatively reconsiders all unreachable leaf nodes of methods that are transi-
tively reachable in the invocation graph by marking them as unknown (using the function rec(a;m), dened
more precisely in Section A). In practice, more intelligent re-evaluation strategies can take the context into
account in order to minimize the number of aected nodes, but this is beyond the scope of the formal model.
The return rule (See Figure 13) marks the unknown leaf node as nished, and thereby the interpretations
of the current method change. In addition, the return rule marks all unreachable leaf nodes that depend
on the return condition as unknown again (using the function rer(a;m), also dened in Section A). This is
again essential to maintain progress.
For precision, the symbolic interpretation algorithm must maintain precision of the leaf nodes, i.e. if
an input is a member of a leaf node, then the execution starting with that input eventually reaches the
concretization of the symbolic state (the symbolic state after replacing the input symbols with the concrete
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input). In addition, all invocations hms;mt; &G; pci in the invocation graph must be precise: If an input
satises the condition pc, then the execution of ms starting with that input reaches a call to the method mt
and the global variables are the concretization of &G.
In the following denition, we assume that conc(; Gp) substitutes the input symbols &
0
Gp
with Gp :
Denition 9 (Precision of leaf nodes). Under an analysis state a, a leaf node  2 suma(m) is precise
if and only if any global input valuations Gp satisfying int(a; pc), hGp ; f0mi ! conc(; Gp) i.e. when
starting the execution with the input Gp and the initial frame for the method m, the execution reaches the
concretization of the symbolic state . The summaries suma are precise if any leaf node  of the summary
suma(m) of any method m is precise.
For progress, it is essential that symbolic interpretation maintains totality of the summaries. A reachable
concrete state s is on the frontier if all predecessors in the execution to s are concluded reachable, but s is
not concluded reachable. The summaries are total if any concrete state s on the frontier is a concretization
of some unknown leaf node  in the summary of some method m. Informally, this is a kind of completeness
guarantee for symbolic interpretation. For any concrete state on the frontier, the analysis can make the
right choice. Totality implies that leaf nodes may not be marked unreachable if Check succeeds in the
current analysis state. For this reason, the call and return rules need to reconsider some unreachable leaf
nodes.
Denition 10 (Frontier). In an analysis state a, a concrete state s is on the frontier (denoted front(pr; a; s))
if and only if there exists a reachable concrete state s0 such that all states on the execution s0pr ! s0 are
reachable, and s0 ! s and `a reach(pr; s) is false.
Denition 11 (Totality of summaries). In an analysis state a, the summaries suma are total if and only
if for any concrete state s on the frontier, there exists an unknown leaf node  2 suma(m) in the summary
of some method m such that there is a global valuation Gp satisfying pc and s is a concretization of .
In addition, symbolic interpretation also maintains precision and totality of the invocations.
Denition 12 (Precision of invocations). Under an analysis state a, an invocation hms;mt; &G; pci 2
invsa is precise if and only if for all global input valuations Gp , if Gp satises int(a; pc) then hGp ; f0msi !hG0p ; hm;n; Lii where m(n) = call mt; n0 and G0p is the concretization of &G with input Gp . In other
words, when starting the execution with the input Gp and the initial frame for the methodms, the execution
reaches an invocation of the method mt where the global variables are the concretization of &G with input
Gp .
Denition 13 (Totality of invocations). In an analysis state a, the invocations invsa are total if and
only if for any methodm and any concrete state s such that allReach(a; hGp ; f0mi ! s), if s = hG0p ; hm;n; Lii
and m(n) = call mt; n
0, then there exists an invocation hm;mt; &G; pci 2 invsa such that Gp satises
int(a; pc) and G0p is the concretization of &G with Gp .
6.3. Reachability checking
Finally, to check reachability (Check(a;m; pc)), the algorithm globalizes the path condition pc based on
the invocation graph inva, substitutes the symbols &
0
Gp
by their interpretation interps(suma), and uses an
SMT-solver to check the satisability of the resulting constraints. The globalization globp(a;m; pc) globalizes
the constraint pc in the context of m using the invocation graph invsa and is dened inductively as follows:
 If m = m0p then globp(a;m; pc) = pc
 If m 6= m0p then globp(a;m; pc) =W
hms;m;&G;pc0i2invsa globp(a;ms; pc
0 ^ pc[Sv2Gp &0Gp(v) 7! &Gp(v)])
In the absence of recursion, the invocation graph is cycle free, and the inductive denition is well-founded.
For precision, it is important that Check(a;m; pc) only returns true when there is a reachable state s
where the execution enters m and the global variables satisfy pc (precision of Check). This follows from
precision of the leaf nodes, the precision of the interpretations and the soundness of the SMT-solver as a
satisability checker.
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1 class IncDecTest {
2 int IncDec( int N, int n, int nbInc , int nbDec) {
3 i f (n < 0 || n > N || nbInc < 0 ||
4 nbInc > N || nbDec < 0 || nbDec > N)
5 return 2;
6 i f (Inc(n, nbInc , nbDec)) return 0;
7 else return 1;
8 }
9 bool Inc( int n, int nbInc , int nbDec) {
10 int m = n;
11 for ( int i = 0; i < nbInc; i++) m++;
12 return Dec(m, nbDec );
13 }
14 bool Dec( int m, int nbDec) {
15 int k = m;
16 for ( int i = 0; i < nbDec; i++) k--;
17 return Check(k);
18 }
19 bool Check( int k) {
20 i f (k == 1) return true;
21 else return fa l se ;
22 }
23 }
Fig. 11. IncDec
Denition 14 (Precision of reachability check). Reachability checking
(Check) is precise if and only if for each program p, each reachable analysis state a, each method m 2 Mp
and each condition pc, if Check(a;m; pc) = true then there exists global input valuation Gp such that m
is invoked with global variable valuation Gp and int(a; pc)[
0
p(Gp)] holds. In this denition, 
0
p(Gp) is the
substitution of the initial global variable symbols by their corresponding valuation in Gp .
The contrary is not the case: If there is an execution that enters m where the global variables satisfy pc,
Check(a;m; pc) need not return true because this execution might follow an unexplored path through some
method. For progress, it is only necessary that Check(a;m; pc) holds if the execution that entersm where the
global variables satisfy pc only uses concrete states that are concluded reachable (Restricted completeness).
This requires completeness of the SMT-solver as a satisability checker.
Denition 15 (Restricted-Completeness of reachability check). Reachability checking (Check) is restricted-
complete if and only if for each program p, each reachable analysis state a, if there exists a concrete state s
such that allReach(a; s0p ! s) and s calls m with the global variable valuation Gp satisfying the condition
pc, then Check(a;m; pc) = true.
6.4. Implementation
To show that the algorithm in Section 6 provides similar speedup as other compositional symbolic execution
tools [AGT08, God07], we have implemented one instantiation of the framework where the programming
language is the intermediate language of the .NET platform [ECM06]. For parsing bytecode, we use the
Mono.Cecil [Eva] library and as constraint solver we use Z3 [dMB08].
Our tool is based on dynamic symbolic execution, a variant of symbolic execution where the program is
executed with real inputs and monitored during execution to build a symbolic representation on the side.
Dynamic symbolic execution prevents false positives because it detects and reports preciseness problems at
runtime. Whenever the real execution does not follow the intended path the tool reports it. This was useful
to debug the symbolic interpretation rules before we proved precision.
We applied both the compositional and the interprocedural version of our tool on the example IncDec
described in Figure 11 which is inspired by [AGT08]. In this example, an initial number n is rst increased
by nbInc, then decreased by nbDec and nally check for equality with the target value 1. However, the
addition and subtraction operations are encoded using loops to complicate the analysis. Initially, all values
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Fig. 12. Results of experiments
are bounded between 0 and N , therefore we can run the analysis until all paths through the program are
explored.
We measured the execution time (Figure 12a) and the amount of queries (Figure 12b) in function of the
bound N . All experiments were conducted on an Intel Core 2 Duo T7500 (2.2 GHz) with 4Gb of memory.
We repeated each experiment 10 times and report the average results of all experiments.
Figure 12b shows that the amount of queries performed by the interprocedural tool is quadratic in the
bound N . The compositional tool clearly does less queries and is almost linear in N . It is not entirely linear
due to re-evaluating unreachable leaf nodes. In Figure 12a, one can see that the execution time is clearly less
for the compositional tool. Although the compositional queries are more expensive than the interprocedural
queries, the sheer number of queries causes the interprocedural tool to take more time.
6.5. Recursion
In Section 4, we introduced the simplifying assumption that there are no (mutually) recursive methods.
This assumption only marginally limits the expressiveness of the formal model since loops already introduce
similar complexity. However, the proof depend on this simplication because they require the invocation
graph to be cycle-free.
In our implementation, we maintain this property by using the traditional symbolic interpretation rules
whenever the compositional rules may cause a cycle in the invocation graph. To achieve this, we infer a rank,
a strict total order over all methods, and only use the compositional rules when the rank strictly decreases.
As a result, recursion is unrolled incrementally in a similar fashion as loops.
6.6. Discussion
Previous work [God07, MS07, AGT08] has shown that compositional symbolic execution is a promising
approach to improve the scalability of symbolic execution. In Section 6.4, we have also shown an exam-
ple where compositional symbolic execution clearly performs less queries and therefore scales better than
symbolic execution. However, compositional symbolic execution may not always work better.
For example, while compositional symbolic execution reduces the number of constraint solver queries,
each query may contain a larger number of disjunctions and may therefore be harder for the constraint solver.
In some sense, standard symbolic execution eagerly case splits at each branch and aggressively simplies the
constraints based on these decisions. In addition, symbolic execution may use specialized heuristics to decide
the next branch where to perform case analysis. On the other hand, the constraint solver is designed to
handle all constraints and uses general purpose heuristics which may not work optimally.
Alternatively, compositional symbolic execution may not always reduce the number of queries. While
the call rule for standard symbolic execution (See Figure 6) is fully deterministic, compositional symbolic
execution requires the guarantee that the method has already been explored for the given arguments before
using the summary. Therefore, the call rule for compositional symbolic execution (See Figure 13) performs
a case split. To deal with exceptions, this call rule requires another case split to determine whether the call
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returns normally or with an exception. Therefore, compositional symbolic execution may also lead to a larger
number of queries. While most of these queries are simple, they may have an averse eect on scalability.
7. Properties
In this section, we show that the algorithm of Section 6 is precise, and we show that it is also progressing as
long as the choices are fair.
In Section 6, we dened the key invariants that enable precision and progress. First, we show that the
algorithm maintains these properties. We say an analysis state is valid if it satises its invariants:
Denition 16 (Validity of analysis state). An analysis state a is precise if and only if
1. Each leaf node  of the summary suma(m) of each method m is precise.
2. Each nished leaf node  of the summary suma(m) of each method m is returning from m.
3. The invocation graph invsa is cycle free.
4. All invocations inv 2 invsa are precise.
5. Each leaf node  in rsa is precise, and globally reachable: there exists a global variable valuation Gp such
that m is invoked with valuation Gp that satises int(a; pc) (where m is active method of the symbolic
state of ).
6. The summaries suma are total.
7. The invocation graph invsa is total.
8. For each all-reachable concrete state s that returns from m, suma(m) contains a nished node  such
that s is a concretization of .
Lemma 1 (Precision of interpretations). For any program p and valid analysis state a, the interpreta-
tions are precise.
Proof. For any valid analysis state, the invocation graph is cycle free. Therefore, we can do induction on the
depth of the invocation graph.
 If the method m does not invoke another method, the proof is straightforward from the denition of the
interpretations and the precision of the summary of m.
 Otherwise, the methods that can be called have a smaller depth in the invocation graph. The induction
hypothesis implies that the interpretations of those methods are correct. The interpretation int(a; pc) of a
constraint pc substitutes the uninterpreted function symbols from these methods with their interpretation.
Using the denition of the interpretations and the validity of the summary of m, we can again prove that
the interpretation is precise.
Lemma 2 (Precision of reachability checking). For any program p and valid analysis state a, the
reachability checking is precise.
Proof. By induction on the depth of the invocation graph.
 Base case: depth is zero, and therefore m = m0p . Since the interpretations are precise, everything depends
on the ability of the SMT-solver to nd a satisfying assignment. Therefore, if the SMT-solver is sound
as a constraint solver, i.e. the solver only returns true if there actually exists a solution, then the lemma
holds.
 Using the induction hypothesis and the precision of the invocations.
Lemma 3 (Restricted completeness of interpretations). For any program p and valid analysis state
a, the interpretations are restricted complete.
Proof. By induction on the depth of the invocation graph.
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 Depth is zero, and therefore m = m0p . By validity, there is a nished leaf node  2 suma(m) for each
all-reachable concrete state s that returns from m such that s is a concretization of . By the denition
of interps, rcm returns true, and rvm;v equals the concrete value for the global variables in s.
 Using the induction hypothesis and totality of the invocations.
Lemma 4 (Restricted completeness of reachability checking). For any program p and valid analysis
state a, reachability checking is restricted complete.
Proof. By induction on the depth of the invocation graph.
 Depth is zero, and therefore m = m0p . Using totality of the summaries, and restricted completeness of the
interpretations. Therefore, if the smt-solver is complete (as a constraint solver, i.e. if there is a satisfying
solution then the solver returns true) then the lemma holds
 Using the induction hypothesis and restricted completeness of the interpretations.
Lemma 5 (Validity of the initial analysis state). For any program p, the initial analysis state a0p is
valid.
Proof. Follows immediately from the denition of the initial analysis state.
Lemma 6 (Maintenance of validity). For any program p, and analysis states a; a0, if a is valid and
a) a0, then a0 is valid.
Proof. First, the method choose chooses a method m and an unknown node  = hunk ; ; pci 2 suma(m).
If no such node can be found in any method, the analysis is completed. There is no a0 such that a) a0, so
the theorem trivially holds.
If a method and unknown node has been selected, analysis continues with reachability checking. Suppose
Check(a;m; pc) = false, then there is no global input valuation Gp that satises int(a; pc)[
0
p(Gp)] and
reaches m. The algorithm replaces  with an unreachable node. This unreachable node is valid since the
unknown node was valid, and the path condition and execution depth remain the same. In addition, it is
impossible to violate totality of the summaries since check is restricted complete.
If Check(a;m; pc) = true then there exists a global input valuation Gp satisfying int(a; pc) such that
m is globally reachable. The algorithm renes the leaf node and executes one or more steps of symbolic
interpretation. In what follows, we show that one step of symbolic interpretation results in a new, valid
analysis state. The same result for multiple steps can be obtained by induction on the number of steps. The
added reachability element is also precise (by the precision of ) and globally reachable (by the precision of
the reachability check).
The remainder of the proof is a case split on the symbolic interpretation rule:
assign The assign rule only updates the symbolic state, and therefore the members of the leaf nodes remain
the same. Since  is precise, all valuations lead to a concrete state s where the projected execution rule
assign applies. The symbolic interpretation rule applies the same mutation to the symbolic state, and
is therefore again precise. In addition, if suma was total then the new summaries are also total, since all
members of  are now member of the new leaf node.
cond The argument for conditional branches is similar as for assignment except that there are now two
new nodes 1 and 2. By precision of , all executions lead to a concrete state s where either cond-t
or cond-f applies. When cond-t applies, the input valuation becomes a member of 1 and 1 is again
precise. Alternatively, when cond-f applies, the input valuation becomes a member of 2 and 2 is again
precise. In addition, if suma was total then the new summaries are also total, since all members of  are
now member of 1 or 2.
call The call rule creates a new leaf node 0 that represents the symbolic state after returning from the
target method. Since  was precise, and the interpretations are precise, 0 is also precise.
In addition, the new invocation is added to the invocation graph and the function rec re-evaluates
unreachable nodes. Marking unreachable nodes as unknown does not aect the precision of the nodes.
Since all unreachable nodes of all methods that are reachable in the invocation graph are re-evaluated,
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the new summaries are total again. All inputs that previously were members of  are now either reachable,
or a member of some unknown node.
Because the program is not (mutually) recursive, the new invocation does not introduce cycles. In addi-
tion, by precision of , the new invocation is also precise.
ret The ret rule marks the unknown node as nished. The members of the node remain the same, and the
symbolic state remains precise.
In addition, ret re-evaluates all unreachable nodes that depend on the return of m. All unreachable
nodes that can become reachable are re-evaluated. Therefore, the new summaries are total again.
Corollary 1 (All reachable analysis state are valid). For any program pr, and any analysis state a
such that a0pr ) a, a is valid.
Precision follows immediately from validity, since each leaf node in the reachability set is precise and
Check succeeds.
Theorem 7.1 (Precision). The algorithm is precise.
The argument for progress is more complicated. First, we show that compositional symbolic execution is
monotonous.
Theorem 7.2 (Monotonicity). For each program pr, concrete state s, and analysis states a, a0 such that
a) a0, if `a reach(pr; s) then `a0 reach(pr; s).
Proof. Follows from the fact that (a) the relation) never removes reachable leaf nodes (rsa  rsa0), (b) the
relation ) never removes invocations (invsa  invsa0).
Since the search tree of the algorithm is potentially innite, monotonicity is not sucient to nd all
reachable states: The algorithm might get stuck exploring only a subspace of the program. Fortunately, this
can not happen if the analysis is fair, i.e. if each unknown node is eventually chosen by the algorithm.
Denition 17 (Fairness). An application strategy of the compositional symbolic execution algorithm is
fair if and only if for any analysis state a such that a0pr ) a, for any unknown node  2 suma(m) , the
algorithm always eventually chooses hm; i.
Finally, we show that compositional symbolic execution algorithm is progressing if it is fair. The proof
shows a slightly stronger property, namely that there always eventually is an analysis state where all concrete
states on the execution trace that reaches s are concluded reachable. This is essential since it gives a stronger
induction hypothesis: we assume that all but the last concrete state s is concluded reachable and we show
that the analysis always eventually reaches an analysis state where s is also concluded reachable. This
hypothesis is necessary since a state might only be reachable from one invocation that has not yet been
discovered, whereas its predecessor is already reachable based on another invocation. Together with totality
of the summaries and restricted completeness of reachability checking, this allows a compact and intuitive
proof for progress.
Theorem 7.3 (Progress). If the compositional symbolic execution algorithm is fair, then it is progressing.
Proof. By induction on !.
Base step If s is the initial state, then `a reach(pr; s) holds after applying the only possible analysis step.
Induction step If s0pr ! s0 and s0 ! s and there always eventually is a reachable analysis state a0 such
that all concrete states from s0pr to s
0 are concluded reachable in a0, then we must show that there always
eventually is a reachable analysis state a such that `a reach(pr; s). If `a0 reach(pr; s) already holds, then
the proof is trivial.
1. First, we show that there exists an unknown node  2 suma0(m) such that Check(a0;m; pc) = true
and s is a concretization of . This means that if we choose hm; i, then the state s will become
reachable in the next analysis state. This follows from the fact that the summaries are total, and
restricted completeness of check.
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2. By fairness, there always eventually exists a reachable analysis state a00 such that hm; i has not been
chosen yet, and is chosen in the next analysis step. Since hm; i has not been chosen, it must still be
in the summary of m ( 2 suma00(m)). Because invocations are never removed (invsa  invsa00), the
method Check is monotonous and Check(a00;m; pc) = true. Therefore, if hm; i is chosen in a00 ) a,
then `a reach(pr; s).
8. Related work
Compositional symbolic execution was rst introduced in the context of
SMART [God07], as an extension of the automatic testing tool DART [GKS05]. The authors informally
argue that SMART is sound and complete (as a bugnder) relatively to DART. In addition, DART is al-
ways sound (precise) and it is complete when it terminates [GKS05]. The precision proofs depends critically
on the dynamic aspect of SMART and DART. The proof in this paper only depends on the precision of
the interpretation rules. When the interpretation rules are imprecise in SMART or DART, it either causes
incompleteness or non-termination. In addition, the progress property is stronger than completeness upon
termination.
The principle of lazy expansion used in LATEST [MS07] is highly related to compositional symbolic
execution. However, since LATEST only explores the top-level method, it can optimize the construction
of summaries by focusing on relevant paths for the top-level method. The authors claim soundness and
completeness relative to CUTE[SMA05] for programs with a nite computation tree. Precision and progress
are stronger, since they are also dened for programs without nite computation tree.
With demand-driven compositional symbolic execution [AGT08], the dependency on the inner-most rst
search order of SMART is lifted. To achieve this, function summaries are encoded in the SMT-solver. In
addition, the algorithm allows the SMT solver to construct inputs that follow unexplored paths through
some methods. Such inputs may not reach their actual target but they always explore some new part of
the program. This may be useful to alleviate the imperfection of SMT solvers. We did not incorporate this
in our framework, but the results can easily be extended. The authors claim relative completeness (as a
bugnder), and termination for programs with nite amounts of paths. The progress property in this paper
is less algorithm specic and therefore more clear. In addition, it lifts the need for a termination argument.
In the absence of fairness, demand-driven compositional symbolic execution does not satisfy the stronger
progress property.
Finally, the system SMASH [GNRT10] combines the aspect of compositional analysis with may-must
alternation. SMASH signicantly outperforms both may-only, must-only and non-compositional may-must
analysis. The analysis in this paper is a must analysis. As part of the soundness argument, the authors
show that the must analysis of SMASH is precise. In addition, they show that the may analysis of SMASH is
sound. Unfortunately, the combination of a sound may analysis with a precise must analysis is not necessarily
a semi-decision procedure.
The idea of compositional program analysis is highly related to the concept of modular verication.
With modular verication, each module can be separately veried with respect to its specication and the
composition is guaranteed to be sound. The KeYtool [ABB+05] and KIV [Rei92] are using compositional
symbolic execution to perform modular verication. Unlike compositional program analysis, these systems
require human interaction to provide the necessary specications for each module. In addition, these systems
focus on soundness rather than precision. In this context, detailed formal models have been created to study
the properties of compositional symbolic execution [BHS07, Pla04]. Compositional symbolic execution has
also been combined with abstract interpretation to automatically infer loop invariants [Wei09, BHW09].
Beckert et. al. [BG07] use (compositional) symbolic execution to generate partial method contracts which
can be used to generate tests.
The COSTA/PET [AGZP10, GzAP10] system is an alternative approach to do symbolic execution for
test case generation. In this system, the program is transformed into a Constraint Logic Program [MS98]
which is then partially evaluated into a test case generator.
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9. Conclusion
In this paper, we have created a formal framework based on transition systems to analyze the fundamental
properties of reachability analysis algorithms. We use this framework to model a symbolic execution algorithm
and a compositional symbolic execution algorithm for a small but powerful calculus. In addition, we have
proven that the compositional algorithm is precise, and makes progress if the choices are fair. Finally, we
have shown preliminary results of an implementation of the compositional algorithm that is precise and
progressing, and hence is a semi-decision procedure.
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A. Symbolic interpretation rules
Figure 13 shows the symbolic interpretation rules for the language of Section 4. Each rule is structured as
follows:
m(n) = : : :
akm; hunk ; h&G; hm;n; &Lii; pci ) a0km;
When a rule is applied to an analysis state a with a chosen methodm and leaf node hunk ; h&G; hm;n; &Lii; pci,
the rule potentially changes the analysis state to a0 and returns a new set of leaf nodes .
In the remainder of this section, we dene the functions rec(a;m) an rer(a;m) which are used by the
rules for call and return.
The function rec(a;m) (Re-Evaluate Call) returns a new analysis state where all unreachable nodes
in each method which is reachable from m in the invocation graph are changed into unknown nodes. A
method m0 is reachable from a method m in a set of invocations invs (denoted reachM(invs;m;m0)) if and
only if m = m0 or there exists an invocation hm;m00; &G; pci 2 invs such that m0 is reachable from m00 in
invs. The set of reachable methods from m in a set of invocations invs is denoted rms(invs;m) = fm0 2
MpjreachM(invs;m;m0)g.
Formally:
rec(a;m) = hsuma 
[
m02rms(invsa;m)
m0 7! rep(suma(m)); invsa; rsai
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where rep() = fj 2 ; state 6= unrg [ fhunk ; ; pcij 2 ; state = unrg replaces all unreachable nodes
by unknown nodes in the partition .
The function rer(a;m) (Re-Evaluate Return) returns a new analysis state where all unreachable nodes
that depend on the return of the method m are changed into unknown nodes. A node depends on the return
of m if its path condition depends on the return condition of m, or because it is reachable through an
invocation where the path condition depends on the return condition of m.
A symbolic constraint pc depends on the return of a method m in the invocation graph invs (de-
noted dep(pc;m; invs)) if and only if there exists an invocation hm0;m; &G; pci 2 invs such that pc con-
tains the subterm rcm(&G). A node  or an invocation inv depends on the return of a method m in
the invocation graph invs (also denoted dep(;m; invs) and dep(inv;m; invs)) if and only if their sym-
bolic constraint pc or pcinv depends on m in invs. The set rmti(invs;m) of reachable methods through
an invocation that depends on m in the invocation graph invs ) is dened by fm0jm0 2 Mp; inv 2
invs; dep(inv;m; invs); reachM(invs; invmt ;m
0)g. Then rer(a;m) = rer2(rer1(a;m);m) consists of two
phases:
rer1(a;m) = hsuma 
[
i2calls(invsa;m)
msi 7! repd(suma(msi);msi); invsa; rsai
where calls(invs;m) is the set of invocations to the method m in the current invocation graph invs, i.e.
calls(invs;m) = fiji 2 invs;msi = mg and repd(;m; invs) = fj 2 ; state 6= unr _ :dep(;m; invs)g [fhunk ; ; pcij 2 ; state = unr ; dep(;m; invs)g re-evaluates the nodes of  that depend on the return of
m.
rer2(a;m) = hsuma 
[
m02rmti(invsa;m)
m0 7! rep(suma(m); inv); invsa; rsai
